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Preschoolers will have hours of fun with this activity-packed book. There are puzzles to complete,

pictures to color in, drawing activities, as well as over 200 stickers to place on the book pages. A

great way for kids to learn while having fun.
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This is a wonderful VERY FIRST activity book for toddlers. The activities are VERY simple, offering

essential success when first starting activity books. There is a little basic learning, but it primarily fun

and focused on completion of tasks. It is very good quality, thick paper, so no tearing from

aggressive little hands. I got this for my second son when he was 22 months old, as he wanted a

book to do while my older son (who was 3 1/2 at the time) was working on a workbook. Now, at 2

years and 3 months, he has finished the book. In my opinion, this is far too easy for a preschooler. I

think the perfect age for it is during the year your child is 2. Other good activity books for 2 year olds

are the Usborne first Sticker book series and the Kumon First Steps workbooks for 2+ ages.

My three year old loves this. I actually cut the binding off the book so I can give her individual pages

to work on one at a time. There's no way she would just look through all those stickers and pick the

correct ones out (without picking out and sticking lots of others first). So we do the activities

together. The stickers aren't really reusable, per se, but they unstick good enough to restick once or



twice more. She likes that. She is learning about colors and how to circle objects right now, although

the matching pages are beyond her abilities at the moment, so I change that activity a little to suit

her. I had thought that the fact that the pages have a lot of color on them already that she wouldn't

like to color on them....but just the opposite has proven true. She likes these pages better than

standard coloring books. The pages are sturdy and stiff so that even markers are fine on both sides

of the paper without bleeding through. Really my only two negatives are 1) I wish that the pages

were perforated for easy removal and 2) there were two pages I ended up throwing away because

one was a witch (the child is supposed to draw a hat on her head) and a haunted house with ghost

stickers and eyeballs and stuff. She's three. She doesn't understand that stuff and I will protect her

little heart and mind from that garbage until she is old enough to grasp those concepts. I don't like

that stuff, but like I said, it was easily fixed by me just throwing those pages away. Highly

recommended and when she's worked her way through all the pages I will be hoping and looking for

more books like this from this company.

I bought this to keep my son occupied while we were on safari and it worked perfect! He loved it!

Pages to color, places to put stickers, small activities... it was great! He finished the whole book!

Don't forget to bring a set of crayons along (you need each color of the rainbow). Highly

recommend.

My 18 month old has played with this for months. There are plenty of stickers and at least 30 pages

for drawing and sticking. I'm sure this is aimed for children around the age of 3-5 since there are

cute, easy activities to do on many pages such as "which lion is different" or connect the dots, but

we've gotten our money's worth. Also, it's very well made.

This was PERFECT for my 2 and 1/2 year old who wanted a workbook like big sister. If you have a

child 18 months to 3 years, this is the book you've been looking for. It kept my daughter busy for

many hours. It is tailored specifically for an early preschool learner. Even my four year old wanted to

complete activities in this book. It has several pages of stickers that are used to complete different

pages. (Ex: One page has a night sky and reads, "Find the star stickers to complete the night sky,"

or something to that effect). The kids really love stickers and enjoyed this aspect of it.

This book is very colorful and well made. My 2-year old likes it a lot, specially the sticker part and

the matching objects with lines. He does not like to color so I wish the book had less pages for



coloring and more stickers.

My 3.5 year old loves this book. We purchased it for a long international flight. When he was bored

at a layover, this book came in handy. He just does a few pages at a time and wants to save the

others for later - we purchased in March and are just now finishing it (July). This book is very high

quality - nothing like the typical coloring book - you almost feel guilty about coloring in it, it's so nice!

I was skeptical about this activity book due to it's low price. I was so pleasantly surprised and happy

to find that I was wrong. This book is filled with so much sticker fun, coloring, counting, matching,

and puzzles.I purchased this book for my 2 year old daughter to serve as entertainment on our 4

hour flight. However, I had packed so much to keep her entertained, we didn't actually get to it until

we had returned home lol.But she loves this book. Irma entertaining as well as educational. I wish

there were more!The stickers and pages are all high quality.
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